
Our “peapod” rowboat, Maine. We named
Peapod (close to Pequod).

1.0
I was born in 1944. A war baby. I am related to Trotsky’s
2nd wife and Jimmy Hoffa’s labor lawyer. My mother
(née Zingorenko) was Canadian until she was 56, when
I urged her to finally obtain US citizenship. Her parents
immigrated to Canada from Russia, fleeing the pogroms.
As if to counter such horrors, I was given the name Prili
(Hebrew for Sociability, Affection, Intuition, Vitality).
Prili Hartung my birth certificate reads. As it became
obvious I had very specific tastes in food and, later, in
clothing, make-up, and boys. I simply became “Picky” to

everyone and it stuck. Attained degrees in English Lit (thesis on Othello, that Desdemona
did have an affair with Cassio) and Clinical Psychology from the University of Chicago.
Legally changed my name to “Picky Hunting” — hey, if Issur Danielovitch can become Kirk
Douglas. Don’t find many Gentiles changing their surname to a Jewish one! With marriage,
I became Picky Hunting-Verlagen. Dropped my husband’s name when we divorced.

When I met my 2nd husband for a noon lunch date every molecule in the air reversed
its charge. One reason I gave him the endearing nickname “Noonie”. But also because when
excited or frustrated — major traits of adjunct faculty, always late for the noon faculty
meeting — he’d toss both arms upward like a clock’s 2 hands reaching for NOON. Noonie,
a bit bipolar (“I’m extremely happy — until further notice”), could get mildly depressed,
then I’d call him “Captain Midnight”, after a 1950s TV show sponsored by Ovaltine. He’d
laugh and riposte: “Well, at least my clock is correct twice a day!” A sly reference to the sad
fact my house clocks (it’d always be my house) often gave fake time due to neglect. We both
love kids. I had them. He didn’t because he loved kids. Two peas in a pod, he and I. Like
me and my Philly-based BFF, Melanie — we all went together to the Barnes Museum for
the Cézannes and the Surrealists before its sad demise and move into corporatized digs.

Several times over the years Melanie and I went on a girls-only romp to Kenne-
bunkport, Maine — sans Noonie, who’d binge watch Law and Order re-runs. We’d lunch
at The Crab Shack, where we once spied George H.W. Bush order a lobster roll (didn’t he
know they are much better at Allison’s), and then rent a “peapod” rowboat, slowly paddling
out into the harbor where we’d exclaim, tossing our arms upward: “Two peas in a pod!”
Indigenous to Maine, used by lobster fishermen originally, this unique boat is about 12 feet
long, pointed on both ends, like a peapod, so it can be easily maneuvered back and forth. An
exchange of directions, an I-Thou dialogic (ah, Martin Buber!) that nicely describes the
back-and-forth, give-and-take necessary for good friendships and sustainable marriages.

The latter point is why I, a few years ago, was delighted to see such a rowboat
(green no less!) added to the vessels for rent at our fishing lodge, Boyd’s Mason Lake Resort
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The Shaman in the resort’s dining room.

We live in a 4-D pocket in a multi-
dimensional universe.

near Park Falls, Wisconsin. Noonie and I had, for 20
years, driven up there during the Dog Days of August
in search of giant muskie and walleye. I always out-
fished Noonie, who merely managed to tangle his line
and laugh about it. We were then as close as 2 facing
pages in the local newspaper.

Once I wanted to paddle “Peapod II”out to
Blackwood, an isle mysterioso on Long Lake where
according to local legend mist hovers even on bright
days and odd funnel-like hollows ruffle the dirt in
which small, creepy areas of dried-blood red grass
oozing drops of topaz-colored sweat irregularly sprout,
especially around a petrified log dubbed “Dick” whose

heart glows at night with the pulsing greens, crimsons, and blues of a fire opal. Even more
ominously, it is said a cat and a beagle were found dead there once. A local Objibwe shaman
we met at the lodge stopped at our table to tell us a chimera, a nightmare beast, part cat, part
dog, haunts the isle. Said his People ironically referred to that cursed spot as
Gaumeenautikawayauk (Place of Many Berries). Despite that pleasant name, it continues
to have a bad reputation. Despite its many berries, no one picks them; no one dares camp
overnight because as he put it: “No matter where you pitch your tent, it will lie on a
threshold where opposing forces meet and so it’s never a place of rest.” Animals avoid it,
dead fish are often found on its beaches, violent insects eviscerate berries and flowers alike,
drinking their interior liquid. At night globes of light were seen floating among the trees; at
dusk boaters would hear strange hissing sounds. Did we believe this? Noonie said, “Doubt
is a better guide to where one wants to go than certitude, Picky.”

Noonie thought all this “gloom ’n doom” merely an attempt to frighten teenagers
from using it as a lake-borne lovers lane. I said it would more likely encourage the teens (he
never had kids). This is not to say Noonie was adverse to the strange and dark (loved sci-fi
and H.P. Lovecraft), or to Eastern thought (dug Lao-Tze, Jung and Schopenhauer). An

Aldous Huxley fan, he was snake-charmed by the notion of the
Non-Thought of Thoughts, Zen, fascinated by the “queerness”
of quantum and string theories in physics which he hoped
would provide access to The One. The dialogue of the mind
with itself had begun. He re-read The Tao of Physics every
year on February 20th — why that date? don’t ask me — that
poor paperback suffered a surfeit of red underlining, marginal
notes, and overly-thumbed pages. He imagined a multiverse,
time-travel, sought a fundamental ground of Being. The last
book he ordered from Amazon was The Fabric of the Cosmos.
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Wash your hands! Mural, Santa Fe.

My friend Melanie just sent me this news shot of a Phila-
delphia man being wrestled off a bus for not wearing a face
mask during the COVID-19 pandemic. Another black man
was arrested for wearing one.

But he also had, like Ludwig Wittgenstein, a deep
interest in language, “Language we not only use, but
swim in like the fish in Dog Lake, Picky.”

More inclined to all things romantic, I hate
sci-fi, I insisted we skip the isle of doom and do a
sunset paddle around Dog Lake after our country-
style meal in the homey cedar walled dining area of
the main lodge, performing the “Two Peas-in-a-Pod”
ceremony as the sun set, filling the sky with riots of

red flame. I thought the best sunset ever, but now, in New Mexico, realize it was, in
comparison, small potatoes. The fact that we had dogs — a scottie and a westie, like on the
Black and White Scotch label — made the choice of that lake obvious, despite having to
fight the monstrous, hungry, Wisconsin northwood’s mosquitoes.

*          *

I am very picky. I take 2 hours at my toilet in the
mornings. During the reign of COVID XIX, I wash my
hands every 2 hours. I am picky about my politics,
about what kind of dogs I have, what kind of house I
live in with those dogs, what stores I shop in, what
flower goes with what flower in what vase, what
flower to place near what shrub, what garden ornament
to place next to what gnome (I’m a creative gardener),
what knick knack goes next to what on the mantel,
what seats we order for the opera, what restaurant we

dine at prior to the opera, what blouse goes
with what skirt, what hat with what jacket,
what shoes with what pants, what painting
to hang near what print, what print to hang
next to what decorative mask, what smaller
rug to toss over a larger rug in a room, what
wine to pair with what entrée (albeit,
Noonie was good at this, too), what veget-
able to serve with what meat/fish, what soap
to use with what dish soap, when to follow
soap with a good dose of bleach, and what
style and color face mask goes with what
light jacket when I make my weekly way
from my Aldea Community-rooted home as
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Strange Coincidence? Jungian Synchronicity?: “Noonie” and I in
Baraboo, Wisconsin the very day (May 31, 2014) of the sen-
sational “Slender Man Stabbing” in Waukesha, Wisconsin. We
had string beans with our fish-fry dinner that evening. My
memory. Sad, anyone dying and not having someone to re-
member them.

My lipstick marred coffee cup.

a COVID-XIX-threatened widow to The
Market Place grocery at the De Vargas
mall in Santa Fe, my Coltrane CD
playing “My Favorite Things”.

About 2 years since Noonie’s
demise — a long stretch for me to be
alone — 6 months into my Southwest
adventure, and I am still very picky,
super picky about finding another partner
to star in my new Reality-TV show, Life
after Noonie, Santa Fe. “Will a simple
online ‘Howdy-Doody’ lead to a ‘Johnny
Angel?’ Stay tuned.” The theme song
from the movie High Noon plays: “Do
Not Forsake Me, O My Darlin'.” A good
promo for the show, dontcha think?

March 19th , when night and day
are equal. I am caught between memories
of the past, hopes for the future. A
“liminal zone” Noonie would say. One
minute I recall a fun late May trip to the
Circus Museum in Baraboo, Wisconsin;
then imagine myself riding a pinto horse
down a dusty trail outside Taos. Then I
am again on a 3-day vacation back in
Harbor County, Michigan (Harbert to be
precise), eating poached eggs with lentils
for breakfast with Noonie at the famed
Swedish Bakery and Luisa’s Cafe (I have
a lipstick-smeared coffee cup to prove it).
Next minute, I am dressed to the nine’s
having an elegant 1st date with some
suave gent, delighting in Southwest haute
cuisine at Sazón (oh, those moles!), find-
ing we have been seated near New
Mexico Governor Michelle Luhan Gris-
ham and her gender-bending, overly ex-
pressive, sign language interpreter. I see
them performing their “digital” duet
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A duet of hands: Governor Michelle Luhan Grisham and
her lively sign-language interpreter.

My southwest-style house in Aldea near Santa Fe.

during the daily COVID-19 emergency TV
broadcast on Albuquerque’s Channel 7 KOAT.
They run a (punning on their call letters)
Christmas Coat drive for the poor each year.

Noonie and I loved travel. “Romping
the world” we called it. It was our best form of
togetherness. We were 2 peas-in-a-pod. We
had our own private sign language for ex-
pressing delight in what we saw and imbibed
on our sojourns. Before the searchlights
playing on Notre-Dame de Paris and the
Roman Forum, we both experienced those sites
as visionary objects having the power to
transport our minds towards the Other World.
Noonie before the devastating Notre Dame
conflagration. I am glad he was saved the deep
sadness of that disaster. And now the disaster
of a pandemic. Sites of our favorite travels
empty of people, tinged by death. The world is
dying and I’m an old clown. The disaster of
having Donald Trump at our Ship of State’s
helm, sailing these dangerous seas. But I am
sad Noonie didn’t get to experience the
enchantment of this Land of Enchantment for
more than a week’s vacation.

*          *

Yellow-billed Cuckoo perched on the very tip of a naked
branch in my backyard Aspen tree. It waits without a
purpose (I wait with a purpose), but in the state of highest
tension. Nothing around it from the view from my kitchen
window as I prepare the dogs’ breakfast. The bird seems to
have emerged from the void. It is vision-inducing. The dogs’
food must wait.

Yesterday, there were 3 robins forming an isosceles
triangle within the branches. Then the day before that, a quincunx of thrushes. Noonie had
this “thing” for isosceles triangles and quincunx arrays (again, don’t ask me why). It’s as if
he is communicating with me here through The Birds (his favorite Hitchcock movie, he’d
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A pandemic of birds.

been to Bodega Bay where it was
filmed). These earlier sightings
were made from my large king-size
bed which faces out a large win-
dow. An Italian proverb: “Bed is
the poor man’s substitute for
opera.” I love opera. I’m afraid
COVID XIX will decree the 2020
opera season closed. I also love
bed. I often set my radio alarm
clock to wake me from that bed at
the 7 a.m., because the wonderful
classical music station KHFM
plays 2 minutes of bird song as a
wake-up call.

Ugh! That jungle gym by
the school in The Birds. Where the
kids scramble like monkeys, prac-
ticing for adulthood. When Mel-
anie later sees the massed birds on
that webbed rigging it registered
on me, sitting in a dark theater, as

a vision out of Poe, an enlarged skeleton rippling with mouldering flesh from the grave. The
birds attacked people like the coronavirus is doing now. If Noonie was alive, he’d re-analyze
The Birds in light of the pandemic. Toss up carrier pigeons as a sign of hope. According to
Hitchcock, Melanie (Tippi Hedren) represented smug complacency getting its due. Like the
smug neo-con New Deliverance Evangelistic Church bishop who defied social-distancing
edicts, then contracted and died of the disease. The Reign of COVID XIX  rips the facade
off many things. Exposed racism underlying our society. Dr. Oz and others willing to
sacrifice a small percentage of school children in order to get the annoying creatures (some
budding Satans) out of their homes where they’ve been driving frustrated parents crazy.
People willing to toss dice with Death only if they can FUCKING GO BACK TO WORK!

*          *

It is the 11th anniversary of the day Noonie proposed we get married for real (after 12 years
of pre-engagement engagement). Weirdly, this morning, lolling in a hypnopompic state
between sleep and wakefulness in my king-size bed, I swore I felt Noonie (or something
bodily) move into bed next to me. The bed sagged gently. I thought I felt warmth. Drowsily,
I called out “Noonie!” Threw my right arm backward to feel him. Nothing.
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Noonie’s favorite The Far Side comic, taped below a sign on his studio
door which read: VALUE MY WORK?  DO NOT KNOCK.

My Pueblo-style living room’s Southwest decor.

Around noon I was passing
the front door and I heard the sound
of key muddling around in the lock.
It scared me. Aldea’s NextDoor
web postings warn of suspicious
men in slow-moving trucks looking
for homes to rob. I looked out a
side window. No one. I opened the
door. No one. No wind to make the
door shake like that. Nothing. Is
Noonie trying to do what famed

escape artist Harry Houdini wanted to do, communicate from the far-side of the grave? After
all, Noonie’s fav comic strip was Gary Larson’s The Far Side.

Some brains may transmit
a lot of consciousness, others very
little. Hence, smarts and inspir-
ation, stupidity and uninspired
commonplaceness. Noonie’s was of
the former. Republicans the latter.
Some brains may permit the pas-
sage into individual consciousness
of those shallows of the “Mother-
Sea” — of which William James
writes to explain his 1906 mystical
experience — in which other minds
happen to be paddling, or to have
paddled, or to be about to paddle.

Might Noonie’s mind be trying to mingle with mine today, the very day 11 years ago we
shared Mionetto Prosecco with raw oysters and angel hair pasta alla puttanesca and I heard
those pleading words of passionate commitment from him in a quaint (now defunct) Italian
restaurant in an old wooden booth on Madison Avenue in Forest Park, Illinois?

I go to my library shelves built by my handyman whose Aztec given name, Mazatl,
means deer. I grab some books Noonie and I had read and discussed in our like-peas-in-a-
pod book club: Bergson’s Matter and Memory, William James’s Memories and Studies, and
M. M. Moncrieff’s The Clairvoyant Theory of Perception. I just sit in my gorgeous living
room, in one of my red and white chairs, and cradle these books against my breast as
memories flash by. I know that for dinner tonight I will make strozzapreti (“strangled
priest”) pasta (Noonie’s fav) using my grandson’s family-famous Marinara sauce recipe.

*          *
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Laminated Trump tic-tac-toe board sent to my grandkids.

The Indian world-age of Kali Yuga
(1/4 good, 3/4 parts bad) began on
February 11, 3102 BCE. And the bad
has been increasing since. Especially
since the 2016 election. Everyday I
recite this mantra as beam after beam
of information-rich colored light is
fired at my brain via TV: “It’s clear
we ain’t seen nuthin’ yet.”

It’s been that way for Noonie
during his 40-year stint teaching the
Humanities. Skipping the politics and
sticking to data, he taught intimate
seminar-style classes with a max of
15 students (double that if you count
the pupils, ha-ha), to 50 (100 pupils
staring from a greater distance) cram-
med into a hot, overcrowded class-
room, to a stark reversal, empty
chairs, i.e., distance learning, now the
norm during the reign of COVID
XIX. Illumination obeying the in-

verse square law, the further the teacher from the student, the less the illumination.
Noonie envied my 1-on-1 relationship with patients, my big, comfy easy chair, my

view over Millennium Park in Chicago (the only major city that is not hugging up against
an ocean as if scared to go too far inland). But I envied Noonie’s ability to arouse interest
out of overworked young minds. Some of my patients fell asleep on my therapy couch —
sometimes I fell asleep, too — awakening to be surprised nothing in square feet changed in
my office. When Noonie and I were dating, college-aged wait staff at restaurants would
approach and exclaim “Hi, professor! Wow, are you lucky to be dating him,” or “Here are
drinks on the house, prof,” or “I’ll seat you love birds at the best table.” I took these
courtesies as a positive sign of Noonie’s personal qualities. He’d joke that he’d given them
a “heads up” about our visit that night, paying them to sing his praises. Me? If one of my
clients saw us dining out, they’d run in the other direction, hiding their face in shame.

Noonie taught at The School of the Art Institute of Chicago, across from the twin
lions in front of the Art Institute Museum. The museum had a few Géricault canvases (like
Head of a Guillotined Man, 1818); most appropriate as the artist confessed, “I start to paint
a woman, but it always ends up as a lion.” Maybe that held true for the sculptor of those
statues, too. Noonie’s guiding light: “You have to question everything to create.”
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